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A MULTIPLE FORMAT STORED PROGRAM DATA
ACQUISITION SYSTEM

W. R. BAUER and G. G. HODGES, Jr.
Telemetry Systems Department

IBM
Huntsville, Alabama

Summary    A multiple format telemetry system is described which is flexible enough to
be adaptable to many applications. The system incorporates a flexible programmer that
utilizes a non-destructive readout memory which operates in conjunction with an
external index counter. Subcommutator addresses stored in memory are addressed
partially by the index counter and partially by the format instruction. Multiple formats
can be generated, limited only by the requirement that the sampling rates in a given
format be binary multiples of the slowest sampling rate in that format. The advantage of
this programmer lies in the flexibility accommodated, typically, with one or two read-
only memory cycles.

The remote acquisition units used in the system are flexible in that they can be
configured to provide various combinations of low-level, high-level, and bi-level inputs.
These units are designed primarily from two large scale integrated (LSI) rnetal-oxide-
serniconductor (MOS) building blocks. One LSI circuit is a sequential multiplexer,
which also functions as an analog-to-digital (A/D) converter; the other circuit is a 16-
channel random access multiplexer.

Introduction    During the past few years, the interest in remote addressable time
division multiplex systems and electronically programmable flexible format generators
has been steadily increasing. Some of the reasons for the interest in these systems
include:

1) The increasing importance of telemetry systems in, real, time data management
rather than primarily as a means of collecting data for postflight analysis.

2) The need for flexible data acquisition systems that are adaptable to the various
data acquisition phases of a mission.

3) The need for a standardized telemetry systern that is flexible enough to handle a
wide variety of experiments, with data parameters that are undefined until a short
time before launch.



4) Greater emphasis on reducing the system weight, by minimizing the telemetry
cabling requirements for complex missions.

5) The availability of microelectronic circuits that provide greater reliability and
complexity at a reduced cost.

Several stored program data acquisition systems are presently being built, while others
are being studied. Each design and each study represent a further step in the evolution of
these “second generation” telemetry systems. Paralleling the evolution of these system
concepts, is the third generation microelectronics, better known as large scale
integration. These combined concepts have been utilized to provide a flexible telemetry
system that is capable of meeting the requirements stated above.

This paper presents the design concepts for a stored program data acquisition system that
utilizes a flexible format generator, operates in the read-only mode, and uses LSI circuits
for the multiplexers and in the analog-to-digital converters.

System Configuration    The functional organization of the stored program data
acquisition system is shown in figure 1. The system contains a central acquisition unit
and as many as eight remote acquisition units. The system accepts high-level analog,
low-level analog, and bi-level inputs from up to 1024 data sources. In this system, each
data source is identified by an unique 10-bit address and is selected in a sampling
sequence determined by data formats stored in the programmer memory.

The central acquisition unit contains a multiple format programmer, a computer
interface, a command interface, a digital combiner, and a redundant power supply. The
multiple format programmer typically stores four formats. Each format has 128 words
per main frame and up to 128 main frames per major frame. These formats are stored in a
12-bit 2048-word Non-Destructive Read Out (NDRO) memory. The computer interface
allows the computer to access any of the data channels on a non-interfering basis. The
command interface provides inputs that control the format selection and bit rate. The
command interface can also be used to alter or reprogram formats. These reprogramming
commands originate either on the ground or in the on-board digital computer. The digital
combiner performs the function of buffering and interleaving fixed words from the
programmer with digital data words from the remote acquisition units.

Each remote acquisition unit contains a low-level multiplexer, a high-level multiplexer, a
bi-level multiplexer, an analog-to-digital converter, an address register, and a redundant
power supply. The number of low-level, high-level, and bi-level input channels can be
configured in various ways to provide a maximum capability of 128 addressable inputs
for each remote acquisition unit. The system described contains 64 high-level, 16 low-
level, and 64 bi-level inputs for a total of 88 addressable inputs for each remote
acquisition unit.



Three lines are used to interconnect the remote acquisition units with the central
acquisition unit. These three lines are a multiplexer address line, a data return line, and a
512-kHz clock line. The address is coded into an 11-bit serial Non-Return to Zero (NRZ)
word. The first bit of the address word is a sync bit, which is always “1”; the next three
bits select the remote acquisition unit to be addressed; and the last seven bits select a
particular multiplexer address within the selected remote acquisition unit.

Programmer Design    The programmer is the internal control center of the data
acquisition system. It provides the various formats, bit rates, synchronization words,
channel addresses, and subchannel addresses.

The functional organization of the programmer is shown in figure 2. Each of the
functional parts is described in the following paragraphs.

The timing in the programmer and other central acquisition unit subsystems is derived
from a stable crystal oscillator. The output of this oscillator is divided down by the
timing circuits to provide the basic timing for programmer memory and the other
functions in the central acquisition unit. The timing circuits also input a word rate pulse
to the binary counter. The word rate selection is controlled by the format control register,
which also controls the format selection. The format control register receives its input
from the command interface.

The binary counter provides the timing for indexing the format instruction registers and
subcommutation instruction registers. The seven low order positions of the binary
counter are used for format instruction indexing. The format gates control gating of
seven bits from the binary counter and four bits from the format control register into the
memory address register (MAR).

The sample rate gates contain seven sets of gates which correspond to the seven
subcommutation sample rates of 1/2, 1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32, 1/64 and 1/128 sample per
frame. Each of these sets of gates controls gating of either five, six, or seven bits from
the binary counter into the MAR for subcommutation instruction indexing. The sample
rate gates are selected by the sample rate decode logic as determined by decoding the
sample rate field of the type IV instruction word.

The memory address register is 11 bits long. The MAR contains the address of the
memory word location that is read or written into during a memory read or write cycle.
The MAR receives its inputs from several different sources in the programmer and from
the command interface.

The memory buffer register (MBR) is a 12-bit data buffer that performs the interface
between the memory and the programmer.



The instruction decode determines the type of instruction. The output of the instruction
decode controls the MBR gates that route the other field(s) of the instruction word to
various locations throughout the central acquisition unit.

The instruction decode also controls the selection of the frame count gates that are used
to gate the frame identification word from the binary counters into the digital combiner.

The programmer memory is a Random Access Non-Destructive Advanced Memory
(RANDAM), which was developed by IBM. This type of memory has been subjected to
extensive testing in the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory and Gemini programs. The
basic storage element for all RANDAM memories is the Multi-Apertured Reluctance
Switch (MARS). The MARS device has NDRO capability in that the power and
equipment required to restore information after a read cycle as in conventional core
memories is not required.

The memory capacity is 2048 12-bit words. There are two planes per frame, which allow
the basic array to consist of only six frames in the Z or word length dimension. A
conventional square 64 by 64 (4096 word) plane frame is used to accommodate the
planes.

As shown in figure 3, the array consists of six plane frames, two support end caps with
the associated assembly hardware, and access tape cables. Memory interconnections
between electronics and array are accomplished via multilayer interconnection boards
and the attached tape cables. The memory addressing circuitry incorporates, to the
maximum extent possible, hybrid microminiature techniques. Address current pulse
amplitudes are compensated as a function of ambient array temperature by means of a
temperature compensating voltage. This voltage is derived from thermal-sensitive
resistors implanted in each plane of the array.

Formatting flexibility is provided in the programmer by storing each of the four formats
in the format instruction section of memory (locations 000-511). This section of memory
is partitioned into four registers, each containing 128 words. Each format instruction
word corresponds to a word location in a main frame. The remaining 1536 memory
locations are allocated to the storage of subcommutation instructions. There are five
instructions that are used in the programmer. These five instructions are defined in
figure 4.

Type I instruction is an unconditional branch used to fetch a second instruction
indirectly. The type II instruction is used for multiplexer addressing. The type III
instruction is an output instruction that is used to insert fixed words such as
synchronization words into the output format. The type IV instruction is an output
instruction that is used to control the outputting of the frame identification word. The



type V instruction is a time dependent branch used to fetch a subcommutation instruction
indirectly.

The type V instruction is the key to the programmer operation. This instruction enables a
single binary counter to perform all memory address indexing for the selection of both
format and subcommutation instructions. The 6-bit partial address field of the instruction
word is a binary number from 16 to 63 and is used to select one or a group of the 48
registers from memory locations 512-2047. Each of these 48 registers contains 32
subcommutation instructions. The 3-bit sample rate field selects a portion of the binary
counter, which in turn addresses a particular memory location in the selected
subcommutation instruction register. The selected positions of the binary counter are
related to the corresponding subcommutator sampling rate in that the selected counter
positions are incrementing at 32 times the selected subcommutation sample rate.

Figure 5 is a flow diagram that depicts the basic operation of the programmer. The
process of forming a multiplexer address or fixed word begins with a memory read
operation to obtain a format instruction. The format instruction is then decoded to
determine whether the format instruction is a type I, II, III, IV, or V. If the format
instruction is a type IV instruction, the multiplexer address contained in the instruction is
transferred to the remote acquisition units. When the format instruction is a type III
instruction, the fixed word field of the instruction word is transferred to the digital
combiner. When the format instruction is a type IV instruction, the major frame length
field of the instruction word selects a number of positions of the binary counter and gates
the contents of these counter positions to the digital combiner. These selected counter
positions indicate the frame count. Either the type I or type V instruction causes a second
instruction to be read from memory. As many as three instructions may be sequenced,
thus providing an effectively larger instruction set without increasing the system
complexity.

LSI MOS Devices    Each remote acquisition unit is structured primarily from two
metal-oxide-semiconductor integrated circuit devices. These two integrated circuit
devices are the MOS 810 and MOS 816. These two devices were developed in a joint
program by IBM and General Instrument Corporation.

The MOS 810 is a versatile MOS integrated circuit that can be used for sequential time-
division multiplexing or as a successive approximation analog-to-digital or digital-to-
analog converter. When used as an A/D or D/A converter, an additional ladder network
and comparator circuit are required. The MOS 810 may be used as a 8-, 9-, or 10-bit A/D
converter or as a 8-, 9-, or 10-channel sequential multiplexer. As an 8-bit A/D converter,
the MOS 810 will operate at rates exceeding 30,000 conversions per second and will
perform A/D conversion of 10-bit accuracy at rates to 20,000 conversions per second.
The schematic of the MOS 810 is shown in figure 6.



The MOS 816 is a 16-channel single-ended random access multiplexer that can also
function as an 8-channel differential multiplexer for low-level applications. An analog
channel is addressed by a 4-bit parallel address word. The address word is entered into
an internal flip-flop register upon application of a load command. A fifth input line is
available as a control line that will inhibit all channels on the device. A control input is
provided for the selection of differential mode operation. A schematic of the MOS 816 is
shown in figure 7.

Remote Acquisition Unit    A block diagram of the remote acquisition unit is shown in
figure 8. This remote acquisition unit has 64 high-level analog inputs, 16 low-level
analog inputs, and 64 discrete bi-level inputs. Nine MOS 810’s and eight MOS 816’s are
used in the remote acquisition unit. Each of these circuit modules shown in figure 8 is
numbered for identification.

The first level multiplexing for the 64 high-level analog channels requires four MOS
816’s (#1 - #4). The 16 differential low-level channels require two MOS 816’s (#5, #6).
The two differential modules are coupled together so that only one is selected at a time.
The differential outputs of these two modules can therefore be connected and fed into a
single low-level amplifier. The outputs of the four high-level modules and the low-level
amplifier a-re selected by a MOS 816 (#15) that is used as a second level multiplexer.
This selection is made by address bits 5 through 7. The output of this MOS 816 module
is fed into the 8-bit A/D converter. A block diagram of the MOS 810 A/D converter is
shown in figure 9; a photograph of this A/D converter is shown in figure 10.

The discrete bi-level multiplexer employs eight MOS 810 modules (#7 - #14). The
output of these 8 bi-level modules are fed into eight inputs of another MOS 816 (#16).
The output -of the A/D converter is fed into the other eight inputs of this module. Each
multiplexer address selects either the output of one of the bi-level MOS 810 modules or
the output of the A/D converter. The output of module #16 is normally inhibited, except
when the appropriate combination of bits 8, 9, and 10 are detected by the remote
acquisition unit. The remote acquisition unit selection is determined by a program plug;
therefore, except for the wiring of the program plug, the remote acquisition units are
identical.

The multiplexer address word is received by the -remote acquisition units as an 11-bit
NRZ serial word at a 512-kHz rate. The 512-kHz clock is used to transfer the address
word into the address register. When the first bit (sync bit) of the address word shifts into
the eleventh register position, an execute pluse is generated which transfers the 10-bit
address into the address registers of the MOS 816 modules. The execute pulse also
initiates the sequencing of the MOS 810 modules in the bi-level multiplexer and A/D
converter.



The bi-level multiplexers and the AID converter operate at a rate of 256 kHz. A single
MOS flip-flop is used to derive the 256-kHz clock from the 512-kHz clock. The execute
pulse is used to synchronize this flip-flop in order to maintain system phase
synchronization for this 256-kHz clock.

The output data from the remote acquisition units is transferred back to the digital
combiner as an 8-bit NRZ serial word at the 256-kHz rate.

The digital combiner buffers these words and interleaves them with the fixed words from
the programmer.

Conclusions    The objective in designing this system was to provide a design of high
reliability with a maximum degree of flexibility. The reliability of the system is enhanced
by the simple read-only operation of the programmer memory and by the maximum use
of LSI circuits in the remote acquisition units. The flexibility is provided by the multiple
format stored program operation.

Reference    Hill, D. R., “Development of Metal-Oxide-Semiconductor Arrays for Pulse
Code Modulation,” IBM No. 67-U60-0004, presented at Thirteenth Southeastern
Instrument Conference, Cape Canaveral, Florida, April 1967.

Figure 1.  Multiple Format Data Acquisition System



Figure 2.  Programmer Organization

Figure 3.  Programmer Memory Array



Figure 4.  Programmer Instructions

Figure 5.  Programmer Simplified Flow Diagram



Figure 6.  MOS 810 Schematic

Figure 7.  MOS 816 Schematic



Figure 8.  Remote Acquisition Unit Block Diagram

Figure 9.  MOS 810 Analog-to-Digital Converter Block Diagram



Figure 10.  MOS 810 Analog-to-Digital Converter




